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CHAPTER
2

Marriage in a Stalled Revolution

ACH marriage bears the footprints of economic and cultural trends which
originate far outside marriage. The offshoring of industrial jobs and
decline of unions which erode the earning power of men, an expanding

service sector which opens up jobs for women, new cultural images—like the
woman with the flying hair—that make the working mother seem exciting, all
these changes do not simply go on around marriage. They occur inside
marriage, and transform it. Problems between husbands and wives, problems
which seem “individual” and “marital,” are often individual experiences of
powerful economic and cultural shock waves that are not caused by one person
or two. Quarrels that erupt, as we’ll see, between Nancy and Evan Holt,
Jessica and Seth Stein, and Anita and Ray Judson result mainly from a friction
between faster-changing women and slower-changing men, rates of change
which themselves result from the different rates at which the industrial
economy has drawn men and women into itself.

There is a “his” and “hers” to the economic development of the United
States. In the latter part of the nineteenth century, it was mainly men who were
drawn off the farm into paid, industrial work and who changed their way of
life and identity. At that point in history, men became more different from their
fathers than women became from their mothers. Today the economic arrow
points at women; it is women who are being drawn into wage work, and
women who are undergoing changes in their way of life and identity. Women
are departing more from their mothers’ and grandmothers’ way of life, men are
doing so less.*

Both the earlier entrance of men into the industrial economy and the later
entrance of women have influenced the relations between men and women,
especially their relations within marriage. The earlier increase in the number



of men in industrial work tended to increase the power of men, and the present
growth in the number of women in such work has somewhat increased the
power of women. On the whole, the entrance of men into industrial work did
not destabilize the family whereas in the absence of other changes, the rise in
female employment has accompanied a rise in divorce.

The influx of women into the economy has not been accompanied by a
cultural understanding of marriage and work that would make this transition
smooth. Women have changed. But most workplaces have remained inflexible
in the face of the family demands of their workers, and at home, most men have
yet to really adapt to the changes in women. This strain between the change in
women and the absence of change in much else leads me to speak of a stalled
revolution.

A society which did not suffer from this stall would be a society humanely
adapted to the fact that most women work outside the home. The workplace
would allow parents to work part time, to share jobs, to work flexible hours,
to take parental leaves to give birth, tend sick children, and care for well ones.
As Dolores Hayden has envisioned in Redesigning the American Dream, it
would include affordable housing closer to places of work, and perhaps
community-based meal and laundry services. It would include men whose
notion of manhood encouraged them to be active parents and householders. In
contrast, a stalled revolution lacks social arrangements that ease life for
working parents, and lacks men who share the second shift.

If women begin to do less at home because they have less time, if men do
little more, if the work of raising children and tending a home requires roughly
the same effort, then the questions of who does what at home and of what
“needs doing” become key. Indeed, they may become a source of deep tension
in marriage, tensions I explore here one by one.

The tensions caused by the stall in this social revolution have led many men
and women to avoid becoming part of a two-job couple. Some have married
but clung to the tradition of the man as provider, the woman as homemaker.
Others have resisted marriage itself. In The Hearts of Men, Barbara
Ehrenreich describes a “male revolt” against the financial and emotional
burden of supporting a family. In Women and Love, Shere Hite describes a
“female revolt” against unsatisfying and unequal relationships with men. But
the couples I focused on are not in traditional marriages and are not giving up
on marriage. They are struggling to reconcile the demands of two jobs with a
happy family life. Given this larger economic story and the present stalled



revolution, I wanted to know how the two-job family was doing.
As I drove from my classes at Berkeley to the outreaching suburbs, small

towns, and inner cities of the San Francisco Bay to observe and ask questions
in the homes of two-job couples, and back to my own two-job marriage, my
first question about who does what gave way to a series of deeper questions:
What leads some working mothers to do all the work at home themselves—to
pursue what I call a supermom strategy—and what leads others to press their
husbands to share the load at home? Why do some men genuinely want to share
housework and child care, others fatalistically acquiesce, and still others
resist?

What do each husband’s ideas about manhood lead him to think he “should
feel” about what he’s doing at home and at work? What does he really feel? Do
his real feelings conflict with what he thinks he should feel? How does he
resolve this conflict? The same questions apply to wives. What influence does
each person’s strategy for handling the second shift have on his or her children,
job, and marriage? Through this line of questioning, I was led to the complex
web of ties between a family’s needs, the sometime quest for equality, and
happiness in modern marriage.

We can describe a couple as rich or poor and that will tell us a great deal
about their marriage. We can describe them as Catholic, Protestant, Jewish,
black, Chicano, Asian, or white and that will tell us something more. We can
describe their marriage as a combination of two personalities, one “obsessive
compulsive,” say, and the other “narcissistic,” and again that will tell us
something. But knowledge about class, ethnicity, and personality takes us only
so far in understanding who does and doesn’t share the second shift, and
whether or not sharing makes marriage happier.

When I sat down to compare one couple that shared the second shift with
another three that didn’t, many of the answers that would seem obvious—a
man’s greater income, his longer hours of work, the fact that his mother was a
housewife or his father did little at home, his ideas about men and women—all
these factors didn’t really explain why some women work the extra month a
year and others don’t. They didn’t explain why some women seemed content to
work the extra month, while this made others deeply unhappy. When I
compared a couple who was sharing and happy with another couple who was
sharing but miserable, it was clear that purely economic or psychological
answers were not enough. Gradually, I felt the need to explore how deep
within each man and woman gender ideology goes. For some, men and women



seemed to be egalitarian “on top” but traditional “underneath,” or the other
way around. I tried to sensitize myself to the difference between shallow
ideologies (ideologies which were contradicted by deeper feelings) and deep
ideologies (which were reinforced by such feelings). I explored how each
person reconciled ideology with the rest of life. I felt the need to explore what
I call gender strategies.



THE TOP AND BOTTOM OF GENDER IDEOLOGY

A gender strategy is a plan of action through which a person tries to solve
problems at hand, given the cultural notions of gender at play. To pursue a
gender strategy, a man draws on beliefs about manhood and womanhood,
beliefs that are forged in early childhood and usually anchored to deep
emotion. He makes a connection between how he thinks about his manhood,
what he feels about it, and what he does. It works in the same way for a
woman. Each person’s gender ideology defines what sphere a person wants to
identify with (home or work) and how much power in the marriage one wants
to have (less, more, or the same amount).

I found three types of ideology of marital roles: traditional, transitional, and
egalitarian. Even though she works, the “pure” traditional woman wants to
identify with her activities at home (as a wife, a mother, a neighborhood mom),
wants her husband to base his identity on work, and wants less power than he
has. The traditional man wants the same. The “pure” egalitarian wants to
identify with the same spheres her husband does, and to have an equal amount
of power in the marriage. Some want the couple to be jointly oriented to the
home, others to their careers, or both of them to jointly hold some balance
between the two. Between the traditional and the egalitarian is the transitional,
any one of a variety of types of blending of the two. But, in contrast to the
traditional, a transitional woman wants to identify with her role at work as
well as at home, but she believes her husband should base his identity more on
work than she does. A typical transitional wants to identify both with the care
of the home and with helping her husband earn money, but wants her husband to
focus on earning a living. A typical transitional man is all for his wife working,
but expects her to do the lion’s share at home too. Most people I talked with
were transitional in their beliefs.

In actuality, I discovered contradictions between what people said they
believed about their marital roles and how they seemed to feel about those
roles. Some men seemed to me egalitarian on top but traditional underneath.
Others seemed traditional on top and egalitarian underneath.1 Often a person’s
deeper feelings were a response to the cautionary tales of childhood as well as
to life as an adult. Sometimes these feelings reinforced the surface of a
person’s gender ideology. For example, the fear Nancy Holt was to feel of
becoming a submissive “doormat,” as she felt her mother had been, infused



emotional steam into her belief that her husband, Evan, should share the second
shift.

On the other hand, the dissociation Ann Myerson was to feel from her
successful career undermined her ostensible commitment both to her career
and to a shared second shift. She wanted to feel as engaged with her career as
her husband was with his. She thought she should love her work. She should
think it mattered. In fact, as she confessed in a troubled tone, she didn’t love
her work and didn’t think it mattered. She felt a conflict between what she
thought she ought to feel and did feel. Among other things, her gender strategy
was a way of trying to resolve that conflict.

The men and women I am about to describe seem to have developed their
gender ideology by unconsciously synthesizing certain cultural ideas with
feelings about their past. But they also developed their ideology by taking
opportunity into account. Sometime in adolescence they matched their personal
assets against the opportunities available to men or women of their type; they
saw which gender ideology best fit their circumstances, and—often regardless
of their upbringing—they identified with a certain version of manhood or
womanhood. It “made sense” to them. It felt like “who they were.” For
example, a woman sizes up her education, intelligence, age, charm, sexual
attractiveness, type of sexuality, her dependency needs, her aspirations, and
she matches these against her perception of how women like her are doing in
the job and marriage market. What jobs could she get? What men? If she
wishes to marry, what are her chances for an equal marriage, a traditional
marriage, a happy marriage, any marriage? Her courtship pool has very
traditional men? She takes these into account. She looks at job prospects with
the same eye. Then a certain gender ideology, let’s say a traditional one,
“makes sense.” She will embrace the ideology that suits her perception of her
chances. She holds to a certain version of womanhood (the “wilting violet,”
say). She identifies with its customs (men opening doors), and symbols (lacy
dress, long hair, soft handshakes, and lowered eyes). She tries to develop its
“ideal personality” (deferential, dependent), not because this is what her
parents taught her, not because this corresponds to how she naturally “is,” but
because these particular customs make sense of her resources and of her
overall situation in a stalled revolution. The same principle applies to men.
However wholehearted or ambivalent, a person’s gender ideology tends to fit
their situation.



GENDER STRATEGIES

When a man tries to apply his ideas about gender to the life unfolding before
him, unconsciously or not he pursues a gender strategy.2 He outlines a course
of action. He might become a “superdad”—working long hours and keeping his
child up late at night to spend time with him or her. Or he might cut back his
hours at work. Or he might scale back housework and spend less time with his
children. Or he might actively try to share the second shift.

The term “strategy” refers both to his plan of action and to his emotional
preparation for pursuing it. For example, he may require himself to suppress
his career ambitions to devote himself more to his children, or suppress his
responsiveness to his children’s adoring appeals in the course of steeling
himself for struggles at work. He might harden himself to his wife’s appeals, or
he might be the one in the family who “lets” himself see when a child is calling
out for help.

I have tried to attune myself to fractures in gender ideology, conflicts
between thought and feeling and to the emotional work it takes to fit a gender
ideal when inner needs or outer conditions make it hard.

As this social revolution proceeds, the problems of the two-job family will
not diminish. If anything, as more and more women do paid work, these
problems may well increase. If we can’t return to traditional marriage, and if
we are not to despair of marriage altogether, it becomes vitally important to
understand marriage as a magnet for the strains of the stalled revolution, and to
understand gender strategies as the basic dynamic of marriage.



THE ECONOMY OF GRATITUDE

The interplay between a man’s gender ideology and a woman’s implies a
deeper interplay between his gratitude toward her, and hers toward him. For
how a person wants to identify himself or herself influences what, in the back
and forth of a marriage, will seem like a gift and what will not. If a man
doesn’t think it fits his male ideal to have his wife earn more than he, it may
become his gift to her to “bear it” anyway. But a man may also feel like the
husband I interviewed, who said, “When my wife began earning more than me
I thought I’d struck gold!” In this case his wife’s salary is the gift, not his
capacity to accept it “anyway.” When couples struggle, it is seldom simply
over who does what. Far more often, it is over the giving and receiving of
gratitude.



FAMILY MYTHS

As I watched couples in their own homes, I began to realize that they often
improvise family myths—versions of reality that obscure a core truth in order
to manage a family tension.3 Evan and Nancy Holt managed an irresolvable
conflict over the distribution of work at home through the myth that they now
“shared it equally.” Another couple unable to admit to the conflict came to
believe “we aren’t competing over who will take responsibility at home;
we’re just dreadfully busy with our careers.” Yet another couple jointly
believed that the husband was bound hand and foot to his career “because the
job demanded it,” while in fact his careerism covered the fact that they were
avoiding each other. Not all couples need or have family myths. But when they
do arise, I believe they often manage key tensions which are linked, by
degrees, to the long hand of the stalled revolution.

After interviewing couples for a while, I got into the practice of offering
families who wanted it my interpretation of how they fit into the broader
picture I was seeing and what I perceived were their strategies for coping with
the second shift. Couples were often relieved to discover they were not alone,
and were encouraged to open up a dialogue about the origins of their troubles.

Many couples in this book worked long hours at their jobs and their children
were very young: in this way their lot was unusually hard. But in one crucial
way they had it far easier than most couples in America: most were middle
class. Many also worked for a company that embraced progressive policies
toward personnel, generous benefits and salaries. If these middle-class
couples find it hard to juggle work and family, many other families across the
nation—who earn less, work at less flexible, steady, or lucrative jobs, and rely
on poorer day care—are likely to find it harder still.

Anne Machung and I began interviewing in 1976, and accomplished most of
our interviews in the early 1980s. I finished in 1988. About half of my later
interviews were follow-up contacts with couples we’d talked to earlier; the
other half were new.

How much had changed from 1976 to 1988? In practice, little. But
something was different, too. More couples wanted to share and imagined that
they did. Dorothy Sims, a personnel director, summed up this new blend of
idea and reality. She eagerly explained to me that she and her husband, Dan,
“shared all the housework,” and that they were “equally involved” in raising



their nine-month-old son, Timothy. Her husband, a refrigerator salesman,
applauded her career and was more pleased than threatened by her high salary;
he urged her to develop such skills as reading ocean maps and calculating
interest rates (which she’d so far resisted learning) because these days “a
woman should.” But one evening at dinner, a telling episode occurred. Dorothy
had handed Timothy to her husband while she served us a chicken dinner.
Gradually, the baby began to doze on his father’s lap. “When do you want me
to put Timmy to bed?” Dan asked. A long silence followed during which it
occurred to Dorothy—then, I think, to her husband—that this seemingly
insignificant question hinted to me that it was she, not he or “they,” who
usually decided such matters. Dorothy slipped me a glance, put her elbows on
the table, and said to her husband in a slow, deliberate voice, “So, what do we
think?”

When Dorothy and Dan described their “typical days,” their picture of
sharing grew even less convincing. Dorothy worked the same nine-hour day at
the office as her husband. But she came home to fix dinner and to tend Timmy
while Dan fit in a squash game three nights a week from six to seven (a good
time for his squash partner). Dan read the newspaper more often and slept
longer.

Compared to the early interviews, women in the later interviews seemed to
speak more often in passing of relationships or marriages that had ended for
some other reason but in which it “was also true” that he “didn’t lift a finger at
home.” Or the extra month alone did it. One divorcee who typed part of this
manuscript echoed this theme when she explained, “I was a potter and lived
with a sculptor for eight years. I cooked, shopped, and cleaned because his art
took him longer. He said it was fair because he worked harder. But we both
worked at home, and I could see that if anyone worked longer hours, I did,
because I earned less with my pots than he earned with his sculpture. That was
hard to live with, and that’s really why we ended.”

Some women moved on to slightly more equitable arrangements in the early
1980s, doing a bit less of the second shift than the working mothers I talked to
in the late 1970s. Comparing two national surveys of working couples, F. T.
Juster found the male slice of the second shift rose from 20 percent in 1965 to
30 percent in 1981, and my study may be a local reflection of this slow
national trend.4 But women like Dorothy Sims, who simply add to their extra
month a year a new illusion that they aren’t doing it, represent a sad alternative
to the woman with the flying hair—the woman who doesn’t think that’s who



she is.

* This is more true of white and middle-class women than it is of black or
poor women, whose mothers often worked outside the home. But the trend I am
talking about—an increase from 20 percent of American women in paid jobs in
1900 to 55 percent in 1986—has affected a large number of women.


